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GreenLight® Series Model 930 Quick Guide
Operator, Superuser, and Administrator Log-In
1. Connect the instrument to the PC.
2. Turn on the computer (the instrument does not turn on if not connected
to the PC).
3. Double click the GreenLight® 930 software icon.
4. Log-in with a Name and Password as the User, Superuser, or
Administrator if “Log in” is set-up.

GreenLight 930
software icon

Default Test Method Quick Start
1. Click New Test to measure samples using a default test method. If you want to create a new Test
Method or edit an existing one, an Administrator Log-in is required.
a. Execute a user-created test method by altering parameters in the Manage Methods section.
(See Define a Test Method below)
2. Enter a unique Test ID. (e.g. date in format DDMMYY or swab position)
3. Select the Test Type required: Continuous, Multipoint or Pass/Fail. Continuous is typical for the use
of only one carousel, and Multipoint is typical if using more than one.
4. Choose the default Sample Template and click Next.

5. Place samples/vials in the carousel. (Tick completion boxes accordingly)
6. Click Next again and the instrument will begin to scan the barcodes of the SurCapt™ vials in the
carousel to identify each individual sample added (Sample Labeling).
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a. A list of the samples added to the carousel will appear. It is possible to manually edit the
individual Vial IDs at this stage if required.

7. Choose which Vial ID(s) to include and click Next. The Measurement begins, and the active test
screen appears.
8. An initial Conditioning period, then Reading period(s) and subsequent Incubating period(s) follow.
When all SurCapt vials have been measured for the first time, the readings are presented in both the
table and the graph in the test window. Any subsequent data points are automatically added to both
the table and the graph.

9. After finishing the test, the results will be present in the “Complete” window and available for export
to both PDF and Excel®.
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Indicator Labels and Timer
The dashboard image to the right indicates an incubating Continuous
test. Note the GreenLight identifying labels:
A = Active vials
F = Failed criteria

P = Passed criteria
I = Inactive vials

The incubating count-down timer is found in the center of the carousel.

How to Manually Create Vial Descriptions
1. Open the dashboard.

An incubating Continuous test

2. Click File in the upper left hand corner and select Create Vial Description.

3. The following dialog box will open.

4. Click Add Row in the lower right hand corner until you have as many rows as samples you want to
enter.
5. Enter the Vial ID (6-digit number on SurCapt vial) and your Vial Description.
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6. Click Save As… in the lower right hand corner.

7. Select a place to save the file, give it a name, and click Save.
8. When you are ready to start testing, load the vials into the instrument and click New Test at the top
of the page.

9. Enter test information and select Next.
10. Select Import in the upper right hand corner.

11. Select the saved file you created and select Open. The Vial IDs and Vial Description will automatically
populate when the vials are scanned into the system.
How to Define a Test Method
If you want to create a new Test Method or edit an existing one, the Administrator Log is required.
1. Select Manage Methods on the dashboard. The active test screen appears (see top of next page).
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2. Select New and choose a Method Type: Test, Time, or
Calibration.
3. Typically, the Calibration method is selected in order to
create a new calibration for a certain matrix (i.e. serial dilution
on strains for Validation studies). The Time method can be
selected for qualitative results such as presence/absence.
4. Enter method details as required using a unique Method name
along with all subsequent critical fields. Then click Save.
5. Start a New Test as outlined in the Quick Start section and
choose the newly created Method to run the test.
6. User created/edited Sample Preparations, Sample Templates
and Calibrations can also be defined using the Administrator
button on the Dashboard.

Edit Method window

a. Administrator has five sections: (i) Manage Calibration, (ii) Manage Preparations, (iii) Manage
Templates, (iv) Administrator Options, and (v) Manage Languages (Administrator Log-in
required)
How to Set Up a New Calibration Method
1. First prepare three SurCapt vials already filled with 10 ml of sterile TSB inoculated with 1 ml of the
concerned microorganism in concentration: 102, 104 and 106. With the same microorganism and
concentration inoculate three TSA/SDA plates.
2. To prepare the first calibration curve, click on Manage Methods and then New. This will open the
Method Type window and allow you to choose between Test and Calibration. Choose Calibration.
Specify all necessary parameters for calibration (indicated with a red ‘x’ bubble). Click Save.
3. Once the Calibration method is complete, insert the three SurCapt vials inside the GreenLight 930
and complete a New Test. (see steps 1 through 9 of the Default Test Method Quick Start section)
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How to Make a Continuous Method Protocol
First follow all steps specified in the How to Set-Up a New Calibration Method section.
1. Insert the three SurCapt vials inside your GreenLight 930.
2. On the dashboard, click New Test.
3. Enter a unique Test ID.
4. Select the Test Type as Continuous.
5. Choose the default Sample Template and click Next. The instrument will begin to scan the barcodes
of the SurCapt vials in the carousel to identify each individual sample added (Sample Labeling).
6. A list of the vials added to the carousel appears. It is possible to manually edit the individual Vial IDs
at this stage if required.
7. Choose Vial Label ID(s) and click Next. The Measurement begins, and the active test screen appears.
8. An initial Conditioning period, followed by Reading period(s) and subsequent Incubating period(s)
follow. When all SurCapt vials have been measured for the first time, the readings are presented in
both the table and the graph in the test window.
9. Any subsequent data points are automatically added to both the table and the graph. The test will
end when the vial with the lowest concentration exceeds the threshold. Once the test is finished, it
will be displayed on the software’s main page.
10. Wait five days for microorganisms inoculated on the plate (of the same concentration of the vial) to
be fully grown and colonies to be clearly visible.
How to Make a Calibration Curve
First follow all steps specified in the How to Set-Up a New Calibration Method section.
1. Start the program Greenlight930.exe from the desktop.
2. Click Administrator, then Manage Calibrations, and then New Calibration.
3. Select the curve(s) associated with the vials you want to calibrate by checking the Select boxes.
4. Click Next.
5. Enter the name of the desired calibration and the measurement in the Units list box. We can choose
between CFU/Swab, Log10 (CFU/Swab), CFU, Log10 (CFU) CFU/Vial, Log10 (CFU/Vial), CFU/mL,
CFU/g, CFU/100mL, Log10 (CFU/mL), Log10 (CFU/g), Log10 (CFU/100mL).
6. Enter the number of colonies developed on the plate on its growth curve processed by the software.
Press Save.
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Typical Data Output
To view any Active or Historic data files, select the Dashboard Button at any stage. The database of files are
accessible under four tabs:
Continuous – shows active Continuous tests
Active – shows active Multipoint or Pass-Fail tests
Complete and History – shows all completed test types in short or long term storage
A number of unique continuous tests can be measured and started on a single carousel at any time (up to 24
unique tests) using the on-the-fly loading capability. Therefore, multiple continuous tests can be started at
different times using the same carousel.
On the Dashboard
Double click a test of interest. An entire test window will open.
1. The current status of the test is stated at the top of the test window. This test window is continually
updated automatically with new data points as the test measurement continues over time.
2. Each SurCapt vial can be assessed individually. Once a Vial ID is chosen (selected) in the scroll list at
the top of the window, its respective graph and Signal vs. Time point data are presented.
3. The TVC (Total Viable Count) or APC (Aerobic Plate Count) calculated value is
additionally presented in the GreenLight traffic light system format (use the
Key displayed to the right of the test window. In the case shown here, the Fail
Criteria is set to 7.00 Log CFU/swab or ml. The Fail Criteria is user defined in the
Test Method section).
a. The Pass, Caution and Fail value stated in this key is specific to each test
(typically <6, =6, >6 Log CFU/swab or ml)
4. The specific Test Criteria can be viewed in the “View Details” drop down menu
(Method Name, Calibration Name, Temperature, Threshold, etc). The signal
threshold is evident in the graph display as the dark horizontal line (~18μs).

Traffic Light Key

How to Export a Report
1. Once a test has been completed, go back to the dashboard and press Complete.
2. All tests are organized by type: Continuous, Multipoint or Pass/Fail. If we want to display all tests not
categorized click All.
3. Find the report to be exported, double-click on it and the graph “Time to Threshold” and the test
“Traffic Light” that provides information if the test was successful displays.
4. See to the right of the screen: Export Data, Print Report, and Move to History.
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• Export Data: Exports in .csv format readable by Microsoft Excel, where you can then manually
analyze the Time to Threshold and the Fluorescence of each SurCapt Vial(s).

• Print Report: Exports the records in PDF format. All test information is summarized, including

Method, User, Date of Start and End of Test, Pass/Fail criteria (if any), SurCapt vial size, Incubation
Temperature and the Signal Threshold Set. You can also export the graph with the Fluorescence
readings for each vial and the Progress of Fluorescence. To enable this function, please checkmark
“Graph”. If you want to export every single Fluorescence value checkmark “Data Points”. To print
the certificate, press the printer icon in the top left corner and select the appropriate printer.

• Move to History: The test will be moved directly from the dashboard to the folder “History”, where
you can export the final report.

How to Save Your Database on Windows 7
1. Close the GreenLight 930.exe software and enable “Show Hidden Files”. Click on the Organize
button in any folder, and then select “Folder and Search Options” from the menu. Click the View tab,
and then select “Show Hidden Files and Folders” in the list. Click OK.
2. Go to the location of your GreenLight930 folder. This is done by clicking Start, then “Computer”,
Local Disk (C:), and navigating to ProgramData/Mocon/GreenLight930.
3. Save the Database file called “GreenLight930.s3db”.
Thank you for reading this quick guide! Refer to the GreenLight Series Model 930 Operations Manual for further
information or contact your Particle Measuring Systems representative for any questions and support.

HEADQUARTERS
5475 Airport Blvd
Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA
T: +1 303 443 7100, +1 800 238 1801
Instrument Service & Support
E: +1 800 557 6363
Customer Response Center
T: +1 877 475 3317
E: Info@pmeasuring.com
GLOBAL OFFICES
BRAZIL
T: +55 11 5188 8227
E: pmsbrazil@pmeasuring.com

CHINA
T: +86 21 6113 3600
E: pmschina@pmeasuring.com

JAPAN
T: +81 3 5298 8175
E: pmsjapan@pmeasuring.com

PUERTO RICO
T: +1 787 718 9096
E: pmspuertorico@pmeasuring.com

FRANCE
T: +33 (0)6 82 99 17 98
E: pmsfrance@pmeasuring.com

KOREA
T: +82 31 286 5790
E: pmskorea@pmeasuring.com

SINGAPORE
T: +65 6496 0330
E: pmssingapore@pmeasuring.com

GERMANY
T: +49 6151 6671 632
E: pmsgermany@pmeasuring.com

MEXICO
T: +52 55 2271 5106
E: pmsmexico@pmeasuring.com

TAIWAN
T: 886-3-5525300 Ext: 301
E: pmstaiwan@pmeasuring.com

ITALY
T: +39 06 9053 0130
E: pmssrl@pmeasuring.com

NORDIC
T: +45 707 028 55
E: pmsnordic@pmeasuring.com

UNITED KINGDOM
T: +44 1684 581 000
E: pmsemea@pmeasuring.com
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